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EMPLOYER MANDATE DELAYED

On July 2 — as many members of the
media and others were beginning their
Independence Day plans — the U.S.
Department of the Treasury said in a
blog post that the reporting requirements
associated with the Employer Shared
Responsibility provisions of the
Affordable Care Act would be voluntary
for the first year. More specifically, the
blog post said penalties for non-
compliance with the minimum value and
affordability requirements would not be
enforced. The requirements were to take
effect Jan, 1, 2014.

While many employers applauded the
news, the delay raised questions about
initial funding for Obamacare. The
employer mandate was expected to raise
$140 billion in revenues over the next 10
years. The employer mandate was also
expected to force some employers to
offer better plans and to protect
exchanges from taking on more subsidies
than expected.

ARIZONA LEGISLATURE ADJOURNS
AFTER HEATED DEBATE

After a grinding 151-day regular session,
the Arizona Legislature adjourned sine
die June 14, 2013. The session will long
be remembered for the level of acrimony
displayed among Republicans, as a
group of moderate GOP senators and
representatives crossed party lines in a
majority coalition with Democrat
lawmakers to pass the budget.

Gov. Jan Brewer’s Medicaid expansion
plan, House Bill 2010, was a focus in
that budget package. That bill, her No. 1
priority, is undoubtedly one of the most
noteworthy and controversial health-
related bills enacted in Arizona in
decades.

The governor played her hand skillfully –
patiently at first during a months-long
standoff, but with a surprising amount of
raw power at the end. She ultimately
prevailed over the strong objections of
conservative Republicans (including
legislative leadership), as the bi-partisan
majority coalition used a power play to
push the bill through without real debate
in an unforeseen budget special session

on the day before the regular session
ended.

With the passage of the plan, Arizona’s
AHCCCS (Medicaid) program will receive
a huge influx of federal dollars to cover
childless adults up to 133 percent of the
federal poverty level (FPL) — including
restoring the Prop. 204 population —
about 300,000 people in total.

Proponents contend this plan will save
hospitals, improve the health of
thousands of Arizonans, create many
jobs and ensure the state can meet prior
voter mandates in a cost-effective
manner through leveraging federal
funds. Opponents argue the Medicaid
expansion is an empowerment of
Obamacare, costs will run far higher than
projected and that it will be unsustainable
because the feds will ultimately fail to
deliver those matching funds over the
long run.

Key expansion-related aspects of HB
2010 include:

 Eligibility for children ages 6-18
expanded to 133 percent of FPL,
effective Jan. 1, 2014.

 Eligibility for adults earning up to 100
percent of FPL is restored and
eligibility for adults earning between
100 percent and 133 percent FPL is
expanded, effective Jan. 1, 2014.

 Cost-sharing for adult enrollees in
AHCCCS is permitted, with CMS
approval.

 The AHCCCS director is to assess a
fee on hospital discharges, revenue
or bed days to pay for Medicaid
restoration and expansion effective
Jan. 1, 2014. (The final bill had no
repeal date). The director can set
modifications or exemptions to the
assessment.

 A “circuit breaker” is included that
halts the hospital assessment if any
of the following occurs: the matching
rate from the feds falls below 80
percent, the amount collected from
the assessment isn’t enough to cover
the state share or the ACA is
repealed.

 Hospitals must file an attestation
with DHS avowing that the cost of
the assessment is not being passed
on to patients or commercial
insurers. Serious penalties are
imposed to help ensure compliance.

Other health-related budget highlights
include:

 AHCCCS is continued through July
1, 2023.

 The 10 percent AHCCCS hospital
rate reduction, from 2010 and 2011,
is codified.

 Well exams are added to the list of
AHCCCS covered benefits.

 $9.3 million in DSH funding for
private hospitals, with local matches,
was continued.

 The Safety Net Care Pool and local
provider assessments were
extended through Dec. 3, 2013.

While a huge victory for Brewer and her
large coalition of allies, the final chapter
on the Medicaid expansion issue hasn’t
yet been written. Opponents of the
measure are pursuing a referendum to
place the issue on the ballot for a vote in
November 2014. To do that, they'll need
to secure at least 86,405 valid signatures
by Sept. 12. If they succeed, it could hold
up enactment of the expansion until
voters get their say next year.

Also, the Goldwater Institute has
threatened a legal challenge, saying that
the expansion's funding mechanism (the
provider assessment) is a disguised tax,
which must meet a higher threshold (a
2/3 vote) to be approved.

State-of-the-State

Thank you to everyone who joined us
in Tucson on June 25 or Phoenix on
June 28. The 28th edition of the State-
of-the-State was a great success with
Steve Rees and Jim Hammond
sharing their knowledge and insights
on the Arizona and national
healthcare industry.

We are grateful to our sponsors who
make the State-of-the-State events
possible: BlueCross BlueShield of
AZ, Cancer Treatment Centers of
America, Coram Specialty Infusion
Services, Health Net of AZ, Humana,
IASIS Healthcare, MedSolutions,
Milliman and Sonora Quest
Laboratories.
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Bills enacted:

HB 2045, which revived an earlier bill
vetoed by the Governor (Senate Bill
1115), was approved on the second go-
round. As enacted, the bill requires health
care facilities with more than 50 inpatient
beds to make available on request or
online the direct pay price for at least 50
of the most-used DRG codes, if
applicable, and at least the 50 most-used
outpatient service codes, if applicable.

The services may be identified by a
common procedural terminology code or
by a plain-English description. The facility
must update the direct pay prices at least
once a year, based on the services from
a 12-month period that occurred within
the 18-month period preceding the
update. The direct pay price must be for
the standard treatment provided for the
service and may include the cost of
treatment for complications or exceptional
treatment.

Beyond these requirements — set to
repeal Dec. 31, 2021 — the bill says
AHCCCS must adopt a DRG-based
hospital reimbursement methodology.

HB 2550, the ACA-conformity bill, passed
at the end of the session. It specifies
state authority to regulate the products to
be offered by Arizona insurers on the
federal exchange and establishes seven
geographic rating areas (consistent
with AHCCCS plans).

SB 1353, signed April 5 by Gov. Brewer,
mandates that certain telemedicine
services (trauma, burn, cardiology,
infectious diseases, mental health
disorders, neurology and dermatology) be
covered by commercial health insurers in
the rural regions of the state (as defined).
The new law takes effect Jan. 1, 2015.

Bills that died:

HB 2239 would have eliminated the
collateral source rule, thereby letting
juries in personal injury cases know
private insurers have paid the plaintiff’s
hospital bills.

HB 2400 would have mandated that
AHCCCS and commercial plans create
and maintain electronic processes for
drug prior authorization requests.

HB 2633 would have required
commercial payers to pay pediatricians

for vaccines at fixed prices.

SB 1438 would have required new
procedures before a pharmacist
substituted a bio-similar drug for a
biological drug.

LAGNIAPPE

::: The Pima Community Access
Program has organized a coalition of
Arizona nonprofits and won a $1M ACA
grant to help enroll low-income families
into Medicaid (AHCCCS). They will
operate a phone line and an outreach
program to help people understand if they
qualify for AHCCCS or for a subsidy to
purchase insurance in the new online
health insurance marketplace.

::: Vanguard Health Systems, Nashville,
Tenn., is in acquisition talks with Dallas-
based Tenet for a cash and debt buy-out
totaling nearly $4.3 billion. The deal
would expand Tenet’s footprint from 49
hospitals in 24 markets to 79 hospitals in
30 markets. Phoenix Health Plan is a
key asset in the deal. Vanguard is the
nation’s smallest publicly traded hospital
operator.

::: El Rio Community Health Center,
the largest provider of medical services to
the uninsured and AHCCCS recipients in
the greater Tucson area, has purchased
the historic Manning House in downtown
Tucson for administrative offices for the
health center.

::: Recently released data shows that
charges for outpatient and inpatient care
vary widely. A newly launched
Department of Health Services website,
AZ Hospital Compare, will allow
consumers to compare costs and results
among Arizona hospitals. All Arizona
hospitals operating under a license
issued by the Arizona Department of
Health Services are required to report
specific information on every inpatient
stay and emergency department visit.

::: Phoenix Children’s Hospital ranks
No. 7 nationally in number of staffed beds
and No. 15 in the number of admissions,
according to the 2013 AHA Guide
published by the American Hospital
Association.

::: The U.S. Supreme Court has
overturned an 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruling and will allow the Federal
Trade Commission to proceed with its

“pay-for-delay” case. The case argues
that pharmaceutical manufacturers
illegally restrict competition by making
deals with generic drug manufacturers to
delay release of generic equivalents to
the market.

COMINGS & GOINGS

Banner Estrella Medical Center
announced the appointment of Dr.
Timothy Ranney as chief medical officer.
::: Joan Goda has accepted the position
of VP – managed care at Carondelet
Health Network. ::: Dignity Health has
hired Matthew Cox as CFO. ::: Eddy
Broadway is the new CEO at Mercy
Maricopa Integrated Care. ::: Abrazo
Health has announced the appointment
of Chris Hewitt as VP - marketing and
communications. ::: Tom Pemberton
has been appointed interim CEO of
Sierra Vista Regional Health Center. He
replaces Margaret Hepburn, who
resigned to become CEO of the Sierra
Vista Regional Legacy Foundation. :::
Scott Trenter is VP – sales for Altegra
Health. ::: Rebecca Armendariz has
been promoted to director of public
relations for Banner Health’s Arizona east
region. ::: Tim Robertson is the VP of
business development for MedAssist, a
Firstsource Solutions USA company. :::
Brian Erstad has been promoted to head
of the Department of Pharmacy Practice
& Science at the UA College of
Pharmacy. ::: After 30+ years with
Banner, Lori Linder has left to become
CEO at MomDoc, a multi-practice
organization serving the valley. ::: The
Laser Spine Institute has promoted
Patricia Graham to executive director.

CONGRATS: Mike Uchrin, CEO of
Health Choice Arizona, and Dr. Glen
Weiss, director of clinical trials for Cancer
Treatment Centers of America, have
been honored among the Phoenix
Business Journal’s “40 Under 40” 2013
class. Congratulations also go out to
Reg Ballantyne, senior corporate officer
at Vanguard Health Systems, for being
selected as one of Arizona’s “Most
Admired Leaders” for 2013.
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